The 2024 Beskydy Workshop will be organized around the four themes contained in the 2018 Earth System Governance Science Plan of Horizon Europe project COEVOlVERS: targeting the Coevolutionary approach to unlock the transformative potential of Nature-Based Solutions for more inclusive and resilient communities.

**Workshop Themes**

- **From Inequality to Justice: The power of multispecies assemblages**
- **Diversity and Inquiry: Transdisciplinary research methods**
- **Architecture and Agency: Multi-level governance**
- **From Adaptation to Transformation: Co-creative and coevolutionary approaches to nature-based transformation**

We invite papers that address inequality and justice in nature-based governance, including multi-species and more-than-human needs. Core questions include: Does the Anthropocene condition exacerbate existing power inequalities or create new opportunities for the legitimation of power in nature-based governance? How do power asymmetries among humans and between humans and non-humans affect the management of natural resources? How can non-humans be meaningfully included in nature-based governance?

**Diversity and Inquiry: Transdisciplinary research methods**

We invite papers that explore diverse disciplines and methods to understand better nature-based governance and to boost transformation through experimentation, co-creation, and social learning. Core questions include: What are novel transdisciplinary digital, art-based methods to foster potential of NBS governance transformation for action across the globe?

**Architecture and Agency: Multi-level governance**

We invite papers that identify the factors of nature-based governance to mobilize various agencies including non-human agency governed on local, national and supra-national levels and across sectors and actor groups. Core questions include: What are institutionalized structures that impede or foster the uptake of nature-based governance across policy levels? What can we learn about accountability and acceptance in this context? Under which conditions can nature-based governance receive the political, financial, and administrative support?

**From Adaptation to Transformation: Co-creative and coevolutionary approaches to nature-based transformation**

We invite papers that scrutinize and develop adaptive and transformative potential of nature-based governance. Core questions include: Through which mechanisms and pathways, and under which conditions, are such interventions and actions realised? What are the opportunities, barriers, and trade-offs of different models of nature-based governance involved? What are the implications for enhancing global sustainability in diverse cultural and economic contexts? What role does co-creation have in the process of transformation?